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The authors present a study that investigates and compares some of the characteristics of large fire regimes in two neighboring administrative regions of French Mediterranean Area. Based on a long-term (from late 1950’s!) georeferenced local dataset of large fires (> 100 ha), they explore various options to quantify some spatial and temporal metrics and draw conclusions about the similarities and differences in LF regime between those two regions and their underlying drivers. Such issues related to the spatial temporal characteristics of LF regimes are of potential interest for the fire science community. Examine (or reexamine) some of these questions in Mediterranean France in the light of new elements brought in by a detailed dataset is therefore an attractive prospect. In general, this is a well-documented and well-written manuscript with clear language. However, I had a hard time understanding the main objectives of...
this paper, or what were the author’s purpose, which prevent from evaluating the added value of their study regarding the understanding of fire regime in this area. In its current form, the general impression is that this manuscript is a suite of more or less relevant and unrelated analyses that do not form or follow any guiding thread. There are many interesting ideas in this manuscript, as well as the use of an extensive and valuable fire dataset, but they are rather disconnected from each other and the general feeling is that the authors do not take full advantage of the potential of their dataset. I have attempted to summarize in the four points below my main concerns that should addressed for considering publication. (i) A lack of clear scientific hypotheses or research questions, (ii) improper interpretation and discussion of the outcomes of the analyses, (iii), questionable author’s choices regarding the methodology and analyses and (iv) a lack description and of validation process of their dataset. I detail below these four main concerns.

#1 The research questions addressed in this study are not clearly stated. According to the title and some parts of the introduction (e.g. L52-56) the main goal of the authors is to investigate the “fire regime” of two different regions but that remains a very broad and undefined notion. Thus, and while the discussion is well written and very informative, a proper and clear scientific question is missing (see L98-104), which provides from clear conclusions of the article (see my point #2 below) and from a rationale choice of analyses (see my point #3 below). My opinion is that the authors should deeply revise their working hypotheses and focus their analyses around a few well-defined questions regarding fire regime characteristics.

#2 The presentation of study’s results appears mainly descriptive in some places, disconnected from the analyses in others, and a discussion of broader hypotheses, processes or wider implications is missing (probably because a clear research question is missing, see point #1 above). By way of example, the description of the main results and conclusions in the abstract (L13-23) is highly representative of the whole manuscript: the first sentences (L13-17) are very descriptive and no explanations are
given by the authors about the consequence of these findings, the following ones (L18-21) are interesting but concerns two specific figures and by no means linked to the previous sentences or analyses and. The last sentence (L21-23) is very disconnected from the rest of the manuscript since none of the analyses presented by the authors specifically deal with the year 2003. More similar remarks could be made for the rest of the manuscript.

#3 Following points #1 and #2 above, some of the author’s choices and rationale regarding data analyses are questionable. For instance, I could not understand what the information was brought by Table 2 and its description (L193-L201). It seems a less clear (and unnecessarily complex) representation of Figure 5. Figures 4, 6 and 7 are arguably the most interesting part, but unfortunately these are too superficially described and discussed. For instance, one might wonder about the impact of landscape transformation when studying such a long time period in figure 4 or about the meaning of the results from Figure 7 that is only very little discussed (L350-351). By contrast, Figure 5 is intensively discussed (L323-336) but does not bring much more information than previous studies on this topic. Finally, the authors mention several interesting ideas regarding for instance the study of fire shapes, but no specific analyses are made on this point, leaving their conclusions highly speculative (L308-315).

#4. I agree the authors that long-term georeferenced fire dataset used in this duty is one major and significant novelty compared to previous studies. Yet this database is only to superficially described (L132-134) and no details are given about how data were collected and reported. Besides and while I understand the difficulty for a proper and full validation process of the author’s fire dataset, I think that the study would really gain from a comparison of your dataset with other fire statistics products (such as Landsat) for fires shapes validation. Also, I was quite surprised by the number of fires (L136, N=1227 fires > 1 ha) that appear to be very low. For the period from 1973 to 2016 alone, the French official fire database (PROMETHEE, available at www.promethee.com) reports N=4561 fires > 1ha for the same two regions.